COMPANY OVERVIEW

For all businesses – small
or large, local or global –
every customer interaction
is critical. Today, a business
transaction is much
more than that – it’s an
opportunity to make a
meaningful connection. A
moment to make a positive
impact on someone’s life.
It’s an opportunity to turn
a customer into a brand
advocate.
Quadient is the driving
force behind the world’s
most meaningful customer
experiences. We help
organizations deliver
exceptional experiences by
focusing on four key
solutions:
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Quadient supports hundreds of thousands of
customers worldwide in their quest to create relevant,
personalized connections and achieve customer
experience excellence. Our solutions make it possible
for organizations to continuously and automatically
create and deliver meaningful interactions when it
matters most – consistently across all channels.
Quadient has a proven track record for developing,
deploying, and supporting dependable solutions.
We understand the trends in the market, listen to
customers, and respond with relevant innovation. Every
year, Quadient turns approximately 8 billion business
transactions into meaningful, personalized experiences.
At Quadient, we help companies build powerful
connections with their customers.

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE MANAGEMENT

QUADIENT NAMED
OVERALL LEADER IN

For many organizations today, customer experience (CX) is the new
battleground. Delivering an exceptional customer experience through
highly personalized, customer-driven, omnichannel communications

THE 2018 AND 2019
ASPIRE LEADERBOARD
FOR CUSTOMER

across the entire customer journey improves loyalty and drives business

COMMUNICATIONS
MANAGEMENT

business, they often struggle to make meaningful progress because they

growth.
As companies focus on supporting a CX strategy that spans the entire
have not put the necessary customer communications foundations in
place. Over the years, many organizations have accumulated numerous,
redundant customer communications technologies that are channel,

“QUADIENT IS A LEADING
PROVIDER OF CCM AND

business, and department-specific. Legacy technology and changing
regulations add additional layers of complexity and hinder progress.

DIGITAL CUSTOMER

Quadient’s portfolio of industry-leading Customer Experience

EXPERIENCE (DCX)

Management (CXM) solutions help companies create a nimble, effective,

SOLUTIONS WITH A
STRONG AND EXPANDING
PRODUCT PORTFOLIO. A

and unified customer communications infrastructure to deliver a
complete omnichannel experience that spans the entire customer
journey.

STRONG DIFFERENTIATOR IN
QUADIENT’S CX APPROACH
IS THAT IT AIMS TO DEVELOP
TECHNOLOGY THAT HELPS
ITS CUSTOMERS OVERCOMES
SILOES, BY LINKING
PROFESSIONALS IN LINES-OFBUSINESS WITH CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE AND CUSTOMER
COMMUNICATIONS TEAMS.”
— Aspire Customer
Communications Services

TWO-TIME CELENT MODEL BANK AWARD WINNER
2019 Celent Model Bank Award: Commercial Customer
Onboarding – Santander Bank UK

2017 Celent Model Bank Award: Digital Transformation in
Personal Banking – Bank of Montreal

2019 XPLOR TECHNOLOGY OF THE YEAR AWARD

“WE HAVE MANAGED TO CONSOLIDATE LEGACY
SYSTEMS, BOTH HOME-GROWN AND COMMERCIAL,

ONE PLATFORM,
UNLIMITED CHANNELS

WITH INSPIRE.”
— IT Professional, Medium Enterprise Financial

Quadient Inspire, an award-winning

Services Company

and market-dominating customer
communications management (CCM)
platform, enables organizations to
create and deliver personalized,
across all channels, from one

SPEED DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION

centralized hub. It facilitates

Quadient Inspire integrates with

compliant customer communications

collaboration, integration, and
connections that aren’t possible with
disconnected project or channel-based
approaches.

your existing legacy IT systems

TAKE ACTION TO
IMPROVE THE
CUSTOMER JOURNEY

and offers flexible implementation

Quadient Customer Journey

options, including on-premise, hybrid,
and cloud solutions for a variety of
users and business requirements.

EMPOWER BUSINESS
USERS, REDUCE SILOS

Our powerful migration technology

Reduce strain on IT and meet

processing to the time-consuming

consumer demands by empowering
business users to make content
changes to customer communications
quickly and easily. With Quadient
Inspire, business users are given access
to pre-defined content blocks through
a web browser. Administrators specify
which templates may be accessed
by whom and what changes may be
made to ensure brand consistency
and compliance. Quadient Inspire’s
synchronized omnichannel preview
then enables managerial staff to
review the output in every format
(mobile, tablet, web, etc.) for fast
approval and improved customer
satisfaction.

applies artificial intelligence, machine
learning, and natural language
problem of retiring legacy CCM
systems, saving thousands of personhours.
Leverage existing templates,

Mapping is the only cloud-based
tool that connects all customer
facing-communications to a
customer journey map, ensuring
every communication project is
accountable to your enterprise
CX strategy at the highest level.
Customer experience teams easily
share feedback with business
users directly through the tool, so
improvements are made in real-time.

archived content, and data from
your core systems to create highly
personalized, timely, and accurate
communications across all channels.
Whether you are simply moving
from print to e-delivery or looking to
explore more sophisticated channels
like mobile or wearables, Quadient’s
CXM solutions scale with you as you

“QUADIENT INSPIRE IS THE
MOST ADVANCED AND
RELIABLE CCM SOLUTION

grow, regardless of your maturity

IN THE MARKETPLACE.

level.
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REDUCE RISK

ELEVATE THE CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE, IMPROVE
MARKET SHARE

Reduce compliance risk and improve

Make onboarding quick and

HELP OUR CUSTOMERS TO

efficiency by enabling compliance,

convenient with digital forms

legal and line-of-business teams

that are pre-populated with

DELIVER AN EXCEPTIONAL

to collaborate throughout the

your customers’ data. Add

communications creation and approval

dynamic elements to complex

process. Changes are made in one

communications to make it

— José Casado,

location and applied everywhere

simple for your customers to sort

you choose, and content blocks are

through important information with

Consultant, TenStep –

locked down to safeguard regulatory

interactive charts, graphs, and sliders.

language where required. Quadient

Leverage customer data to position

Inspire allows you to share, route,

upsell and cross-sell promotions

approve and track documents and

tailored to your customers’ unique

changes with a full audit trail.

needs.

ARE EXTREMELY WELL
INTEGRATED, AND THE
SOLUTION ENABLES US TO

OMNICHANNEL
EXPERIENCE.”

CAPSIS

BUSINESS PROCESS AUTOMATION

“BY PREPARING AND

Business communication processes have rapidly evolved

SECURING THOUSANDS OF

from simple document-based transactions to complex,

OUTGOING LETTERS WITH
OMS-500 AND A FOLDER
INSERTER, CLAIM EAZY WAS
ABLE TO CUT DOWN ON
HOURS OF MANUAL LABOR
AND PROCESS OUTGOING
MAIL 80% QUICKER. “WHAT

recipient driven, multi-channel customer interactions. Many
organizations still rely on manual processes to send, receive,
and process documents and remittances such as invoices,
statements, payments and notifications, resulting in increased
compliance risk, high operational costs and poor customer
experience.
Quadient’s Business Process Automation (BPA) solutions help
small and medium-sized organizations optimize operational

USED TO TAKE US A WEEK

costs, improve the customer and employee experience,

NOW ONLY TAKES US

and drive business growth by automating business-critical

ONE DAY. WE HAVE FULLY
AUTOMATED THE MAIL PREP
PROCESS WITH THE HELP OF

outbound and inbound processes.
Our solutions leverage existing core systems and enable
business user control over crucial interactions with an

OMS-500 AND THE FOLDER

organizations’ most valuable asset – the customer. The

INSERTER.”

result is greater efficiency through the elimination of manual

— Peter Wilshaw, Claim
Eazy, IT Manager

processes, improved customer experience, and greater
control over regulatory compliance.

INCREASE BUSINESS
VELOCITY, MAXIMIZE
EMPLOYEE EFFICIENCY
Small and medium-sized business are
consistently resource-constrained.
Employees wear multiple hats and
must move between tasks, always
reprioritizing based on changing
business demands. Business growth is
dependent upon employee capacity.
However, when business processes are
automated, high-value employees may
focus on high priority tasks, allowing
them to spend more time driving core
business objectives and accelerating
growth.

FUTURE-PROOF YOUR
BUSINESS WITH A
CONFIGURABLE AND
SCALABLE SOLUTION
Quadient’s BPA solutions leverage
existing business intelligence to
automate or eliminate outbound
and inbound document processes.
Quadient solutions give you the
flexibility to automate what you need,
when you need it, allowing you to
evolve at your own pace, without the
need to invest in new technology down
the road.

REMAIN COMPETITIVE,
EXCEED CUSTOMER
EXPECTATIONS
Many organizations focus on sales
and marketing activities and overlook
post-sale interactions such as invoice
and statement delivery, payment

“WE HAVE A MUCH MORE EFFICIENT DOCUMENT
CREATION, MANAGEMENT, AND DELIVERY PROCESS

remittance, and notifications. These

NOW. WE EXPORT OUR MONTHLY RENT BILLS FROM

interactions are where we make good

OUR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE, SELECT

on our customer promise and create
customers for life. Delivering customer
documents securely through their

‘PRINT WITH NEOTOUCH PRINTER’ FROM THE PDF
PROGRAM AND, A FEW MOUSE CLICKS LATER, IT’S ALL

preferred channel, and providing easy

MAILED OUT. THE WHOLE PROCESS NOW TAKES LESS

access for response or remittance

THAN 60 MINUTES”

improves the experience and provides

— Ben Zises, Chief Operating Officer, TriArchReal

a meaningful competitive advantage.

Estate Group LLC

MAIL-RELATED SOLUTIONS

“USING THE FOLDER

With a rich history and world-class leadership in the mailing

INSERTER IMPROVES

industry, Quadient is an expert in mail – highly experienced and

PRODUCTIVITY AND
PROVIDES ADDITIONAL
FLEXIBILITY FOR LASTMINUTE CHANGES. EVEN
BETTER, IT DELIVERS
SIGNIFICANT COST

knowledgeable with a deep understanding of customer needs and
challenges. We guide our customers toward the right solutions and
processes required to effectively manage mailing and shipping as
critical components of the overall customer experience. Our local
representatives work one-to-one with each customer to develop
and maintain the mailing solutions and workflows required to meet
key objectives and deliver a measurable impact.

SAVINGS!”

Built on generations of personal and practical experience, supported

— Cristyn Castelli, Farmers

by cutting edge technology, Quadient mailing solutions put your

Insurance, District Manager

customer’s experience first. Accurate, timely, personalized, and
low-cost mail is the foundation of your most important customer
communications.

“IT TURNS OUT THE INITIAL DEMO PRETTY
WELL MATCHED THE ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
OF THEIR COMPLETE SOLUTION PORTFOLIO,
COMBINING THE OMS-500 SOFTWARE, THE
SHIPPING SOLUTION, AND THE DS-200 INSERTERS.
WE ADDED A FEW CURVEBALLS, CHANGED THE
PROJECT SCOPE, AND THE QUADIENT TEAM
TOOK IT IN STRIDE. ESTIMATED TIMELINES, SPEED
ESTIMATIONS, AND BUDGET WERE RIGHT-ON. WE
FEEL LIKE QUADIENT HAS BEEN A TRUE PARTNER
WITH US.”
— Kevin Allen - BACTES Imaging Solutions,
Director of Operations

REDUCE OPERATIONAL
EXPENSES

ELIMINATE RISK
Today’s businesses are held to a high

CREATE MORE
OPPORTUNITIES

Getting mail out the door is a

standard for protecting consumer

With Quadient mailing solutions, you

multi-step process that’s especially
susceptible to bottlenecks. By
streamlining mail production at
every stage, from filling envelopes
automatically to rapidly posting
outbound mail, Quadient solutions
create operational efficiencies that
keep your costs in check. With userfriendly software that compares
package delivery services across
multiple carriers, Quadient solutions
help to reduce shipping costs. From
mailing to shipping, Quadient provides
clear insight into your spending
and activity trends. All the analytics
you need to set budgets, allocate
resources, and make informed

data, including information that travels
through the mail. Ensuring every

potential of every mail piece you send.

customer’s envelope contains the

Get invoices and advertisements to

right documents is more important

the right person in less time and watch

than ever. Removing the potential

your cash flow accelerate. Enhance the

for human error safeguards your

selling power of your documents with

company’s reputation and prevents

personalized offers printed in attention-

compliance exposure for regulated
communications. By reading integrity
codes printed on your documents,
Quadient systems securely automate
and monitor every step of the mail
envelope contents vary by customer
absolute proof of compliance.

grabbing color. Easily customize the
contents of each customer’s envelope
using targeted marketing enclosures
to drive incremental sales. Produce
stand-out direct mail pieces that take

assembly process – even when
– providing both peace of mind and

maximize the revenue-generating

your responses rates to the next level.
With detailed, accurate cost tracking
and reporting, you can transform your
mailing operation from a cost center to
a profit center.

business decisions are always at
your disposal. When it comes time
to outsource your mail production or
digitize your mail, Quadient mailing
solutions enable you to seamlessly
make the transition, reducing your
operating cost at every stage.
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PARCEL LOCKER SOLUTIONS

“PARCEL LOCKERS ARE

Thanks to brands like Apple and Amazon, customer

POPULAR WITH OUR

expectations are at an all-time high. High growth in

RESIDENTS, AND SUCH
SATISFACTION SERVES AS
A POSITIVE INFLUENCE
WHEN IT COMES TIME FOR
RENEWALS. IN ADDITION,
THE PARCEL LOCKERS ARE
A POPULAR FEATURE THAT

e-commerce has led to a surge in parcel volumes. When it
comes to tracking and receiving their parcels, customers
demand security, convenience, and timeliness.
For retailers, corporations, property management firms and
shipping carriers who need to manage a growing volume
of deliveries and returns, Quadient Parcel Lockers provide a
smart, automated, and secure pick-up and drop-off solution.
Our easy-to-use interface enables you to track parcels and

ADDS EXTRA APPEAL TO

notify recipients of delivery in real-time. Pick-up takes only

NEW RESIDENTS, WHICH IN

seconds and lockers are accessible 24/7 for convenient self-

TURN ATTRACTED QUALITY

service pick-up.

POTENTIAL RESIDENTS TO
THE PROPERTY AS WELL.”
— Brian Ericson, Vice
President, Marketing
Insights, Cortland

FOR SHIPPING CARRIERS
Today, most parcels are delivered to
residences directly by shipping carriers,
or via intermediate locations and
pick-up points. Quadient Parcel Locker
Solutions optimize parcel management
for shipping carriers and eliminate
the need for multiple deliveries and
re-delivery attempts. Shipments are
consolidated to a single location point,
saving time and money.

Reduce operational costs
Quadient Parcel Locker Solutions
reduce the cost of parcel delivery and
collection and enable mass-delivery to
a centralized and secure location that
is accessible 24/7, eliminating the need
for staffed pick-up drop-off (PUDO)
points.

Full tracking for total security
With full chain-of-custody tracking
and monitoring ability, Quadient Parcel
Locker Solutions provide complete
control and accountability over every
parcel with a log of every package
drop-off and pick-up.

FOR CORPORATIONS,
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT,
AND HIGHER EDUCATION
For corporations, offices, universities,
and residential locations, Quadient
Parcel Lockers simplify the
management of incoming packages,
saving time and storage space,
ensuring security and accuracy, and
offering convenience to residents,
students and employees.

Improve resident and employee
experience
Parcels are retrieved quickly and
securely, at the recipient’s convenience.
No need to worry about mailroom
opening hours. Choose e-mail or
text notifications to simplify parcel
collection.

Reduce operational costs
Eliminate the hours wasted each week
accepting, sorting, and distributing
packages.

Mitigate risk
Parcels are stored safely in theftproof
lockers. By storing parcels in a secure
place as soon as they arrive, mailroom
employees no longer have to supervise
parcels or manage sensitive, valuable,
or urgent packages.

FOR RETAILERS AND
E-COMMERCE
Today’s shopper demands a seamless
online and in-store shopping
experience. As savvy retailers seek
competitive differentiation based
on customer experience, click-andcollect (also known as buy-online,
pick-up in-store) is gaining popularity.
Quadient Parcel Locker Solutions
help retailers improve the customer
experience, drive in-store traffic, and
improve operational efficiency with an
automated electronic locker system
that securely stores packages for easy
consumer retrieval.

Enhance the customer experience
Make the retrieval of online orders
faster, easier, and more convenient.
Quadient Parcel Locker Solutions
provide instant notifications to alert
customers the moment their package
is ready for pick-up. Customers collect
parcels quickly with no queuing
required.
E-commerce organizations without
brick and mortar locations have the
opportunity to take advantage of
significant cost-savings and convenient
return processes by offering secure
pick-up and drop-off in a centralized

#1 IN JAPAN
Parcel Locker
automated PUDO
market

#1 IN FRANCE
Parcel Locker
automated PUDO
market

#1 IN US
Residential Parcel
Locker market

location.

Improve efficiency
Enable employees to focus on instore engagement, not package
management. Boost inventory audits

“MY FAVORITE FEATURE OF

and online order fulfillment and save

THE PACKCITY LOCKERS

time with a streamlined customer pick-

WOULD BE SECURITY. WE NO

up process.

Drive incremental revenue

LONGER HAVE TO WORRY
ABOUT THE PARCELS OR MAIL

Drive additional in-store purchases,

THAT’S BEEN PLACED IN THE

increase foot traffic, improve

BOXES. THE FEEDBACK FROM

online sales with free shipping, and

THE FACULTY AND STAFF HAS

strengthen your brand image with a
state-of-the-art, customizable solution
for improved customer experience and
loyalty.

BEEN OUTSTANDING.”
— Chuck Mahan, Sorting
Supervisor, University of
Pittsburgh

“QUADIENT INSPIRE IS

“I ESTIMATE THAT

“I ALWAYS KNEW

“THE BENEFITS I LIKE

A ROBUST SOFTWARE

NEOTOUCH HAS

THAT THERE WAS

MOST ABOUT PACKCITY

THAT DELIVERS

DELIVERED SAVINGS OF

AN OPTION TO

LOCKERS ARE THE

POWERFUL RESULTS.

$2,000 PER MONTH, THAT

MAKE OUR MAIL

ABILITY TO FREE UP MY

THE SUPPORT TEAM

COMES FROM NOT HAVING

CENTER MORE

TIME WITH THE STAFF

IS ALWAYS AVAILABLE

TO BUY THE SUPPLIES WE

COST-EFFECTIVE.

TO DO OTHER THINGS

AND READY TO HELP.”

USED TO ORDER PLUS THE

NEOSHIP IS

BESIDES DELIVERING

— IT Manager, Small

GREATEST BENEFIT OF

WORKING EXACTLY

PACKAGES AND MAIL,

Business Wholesale

ALL - THE OPPORTUNITY

AS I HAD HOPED.

THE EASE OF USE FOR

Distribution Company

COST OF OUR STAFF’S

IT HAS IMPROVED

THE FACULTY AND

TIME, WHICH IS NOW

THE QUALITY OF MY

STAFF TO PICK UP THEIR

BEING SPENT ON HIGHER

WORK LIFE.”

PARCELS AND MAIL, AND

PRIORITY PROJECTS.”

— Jennifer McRae,

THE 24/7 ACCESS.”

— Ben Zises, Chief

Vitamix, Mailroom

— Chuck Mahan, Sorting

Operating Officer, TriArch

Coordinator

Supervisor, University of

Real Estate Group LLC

ABOUT QUADIENT®
Quadient is the driving force behind the world’s
most meaningful customer experiences. By
focusing on four key solution areas including
Customer Experience Management, Business
Process Automation, Mail-related Solutions, and
Parcel Locker Solutions, Quadient helps simplify
the connection between people and what matters.
Quadient supports hundreds of thousands of
customers worldwide in their quest to create
relevant, personalized connections and achieve
customer experience excellence. Quadient is listed
in compartment A of Euronext Paris and belongs
to the SBF 120 index.
For more information about Quadient,
visit quadient.com.

Pittsburgh

